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A LETTER OF PROTEST TO MR R. PREMADASA, THE PRIME MINISTER OF SRI
LANKA FROM THE LIBERATION TIGERS OF THAMIL EALAM

Dear Sir
A very grave and explosive situation has arisen in Thamil Ealam as a consequence
of your Government's determination to stifle and stamp out, by violent means, the
legitimate struggle of the oppressed Thamil nation for political independence. The
intensified military occupation of Thamil lands, the increased terrorism of the
State police against the innocent

Thamil masses, the implementation of new

repressive legislations that annuls the very freedom of political agitations - all such
devious methods of totalitarian tyranny signify that your Government has mounted
a massive scale oppression to strangle the will of a nation of people and silence
their political aspirations. In view of the fact that your Government has embarked
on a policy of eliminating, by brute force, a legitimate political struggle based on a
democratic principle of national self-determination and that your Government has
been using the name of our revolutionary movement as a pretext to invoke such
repressive measures and to inflame the fires of Sinhala chauvinism, the Liberation
Tigers are compelled to counter such vicious allegations and insinuations.

The most important factor that we wish to state clearly and emphatically is that
we are not a group of amateur armed adventurists roaming in the jungles with
romantic political illusions, nor are we a band of terrorists or vandals who kill and
destroy at random for anarchic reasons. We are neither murderers nor criminals or
violent

fanatics as your Government often attempts

to portray us.

On the

contrary , we are revolutionaries committed to revolutionary political practice.
We represent the most powerful extra-parliamentary liberation movement in the
Thamil nation.

We represent the militant expression of the collective will of our

people who are determined to fight for freedom, dignity and justice.

We are the

armed vanguard of the struggling masses, the freedom fighters of the oppressed.
We are not in any way isolated and alienated from the popular masses but immersed
and integrated with the popular will, with the collective soul of our nation.
revolutionary organisation

is built through revoluntionary
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revolutionary theory.

We hold a firm conviction that armed resistance to the

Sinhala military occupation and repression is the only viable and effective means to
achieve the national liberation of Thamil Ealam. Against the reactionary violence and
terrorism perpetrated against our people by your Government we have the right of
armed defence and decisive masses of people are behind our revolutionary struggle.

Why We Are Committed To Armed Struggle

The Thamil political history of recent times will certainly indicate-to you that our
people have exhausted all forms of peaceful struggles, all forms of parliamentary
agitations, all forms of negotiations and pacts.

For nearly a quarter of a century

the Thamil nationalist movement fought decisively encompassing a variety of forms
of struggles from peaceful picketings to mass hartals, from mass demonstrations to
general strikes - all aspects of peacceful political practice have been expressed and
exhausted.

The more the Thamil masses sought non-violent

methods to redress

their grievances, the more the Sinhala ruling classes sought violent methods of
military oppression and subjugation; the more they called for national emancipation
the more the military invasion, occupation and repression.

It is because of the

heightened condition of this savage oppression, of the exhaustion and frustration of
peaceful agitations that prompted our movement to engage in revolutionary armed
resistance which we hold is a continuation of the political struggle of our oppressed
people. The guerrilla warfare, the form of

the popular

struggle we are committed

to is not borne out of blind militancy or adventurism but arose out of the historical
necessity, out of the concrete conditions of intolerable national oppression. Our
actions

and

indiscriminate

operations,
bursts of

as

your

Government

irrational violence

or

attempts
terrorism;

to

paint,

they

are

are
acts

not
of

revolutionary violence of the oppressed against the reactionary violence of the
oppressor. We are waging a heroic struggle against the oppressive instruments of
the state, against those who try to hunt us down, against those who plot to wipe us
out, against those who betray us and against those traitors and opportunists who
betray the noble cause of our national liberation struggle.

Who are the Terrorists

The first piece of draconian legislation enacted by your Government was to
proscribe the Tiger movement alleging that we are dangerous terrorists threatening
the very foundation of the so-called national unity and territorial integrity. Such a
legislation was, in actual fact, aimed not only to suppress the revolutionary armed
struggle of the Thamils but also to consolidate an unpopular bourgeois dictatorship
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against the possible uprising of the oppressed Sinhala masses. The new Emergency
Regulations aim to combat terrorism, but in reality it is primarily motivated to
crush and destroy the Thamil national movement along with all forms of popular
class struggle against the State. Such totalitarian legislations negate the very
freedom of political expression and contravene the basic principles of human right
and liberty.
In the deluded eyes of your Government our movement appears to be a spectre of
terrorism and anarchy. In reality, who are these terrorists. We assert, and we hold
that we are right in our assertion, that it is the State police and the armed forces
and those who poison the minds of the innocent Sinhala masses with racial
fanaticism and chauvinism are the real terrorists. There has been innumerable
incidents of such acts of terrorism perpetrated against our people, incidents of
mass murder, looting and arson by racist terrorists aided and abetted by the armed
forces, incidents of shooting and killing of innocent Thamil people, incidents of
sadistic murders and barbaric torture by the police. These violent acts certainly
fall within the category of terrorism and these terrorists are none other than the
instruments of State oppression and the reactionary forces of racism. It is upon
these terrorist forces that your Government has bestowed extra-ordinary powers to
ensure the peace and security of our people. Therefore, it is beyond reasonable
doubt that your Government's objective is not to wipe out a non-existent terrorism
but to unleash actual terrorism and violence to create panic among the Thamil
masses. By such a high-handed act, the Sinhala ruling class aims to destroy the
determined will of our nation to fight for political independence. But the
Government has failed to comprehend the historical truth that the more a nation of
people are oppressed the more they become determined to fight back the
oppression. By intensifying oppression your Government will never be able to
achieve its aims of enslaving our people but will certainly open the prospective of
prolonged popular armed struggle, a strategic objective to which we are already
committed to.
Civil Adminsistration Partially Paralysed
Your Government has closed several banks and the airport in the North placing the
blame on our liberation movement. A state of emergency has been declared
claiming that criminal acts are on the increase in Thamil areas. The Government's
motive behind such strategy is well known to our people. It is the calculated aim of
your Government to place more hardship and inconvenience on our people hoping
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finally betray us.

Such a devious strategy, we are certain, will never work.

It

simply exposes the impotency of your Government's civil administration which has
been partially paralysed.

The declaration of the State of Emergency bares ample

testimony that your Government is totally incapable of exercising any form of civil
authority in the Thamil nation other than by military occupation and repression.
Acts of violence emanating from the most oppressed and deprived sections of the
masses are not typical symptoms in the North alone. They are more pervasive in
Sri Lanka signifying the socio-economic crisis your Government is confronted with.
This fact is amply illustrated bya statement made in Parliament recently by the
Minister of Justice that between January and April of 1978 there have been 474
homicides

and 214 incidents of robberies and burglaries throughout the island.

Your Government has been using the Thamil revolutionary youth as scape-goats for
civil unrest that is boiling throughout Thamil Ealam and Sri Lanka.

The t r u t h is

that your capitalist regime is faced with a major crisis and the down-trodden
classes are becoming impatient and disgruntled. The increasing c r i m i n a l violence is
an external manifestation of the internal f r u s t r a t i o n s of the masses.

Unable to

resolve the national economic crisis and the mounting social problems, your
Government is adopting the reactionary strategy

of intensifying the

oppression of the Thamils and invoking the Tiger phobia.

national

The Sinhala national

bourgeoisie always descends to such dirty politics of racism and chauvinism as a
desperate means to t u r n the tide of Sinhala mass resentment against the State,
towards the Thamils. Such a strategy, we are certain, will not work in the long run
since the revolutionary proletariat in Sri Lanka is becoming ideologically conscious
of the dangers of chauvinism that divide and immobilise the Sinhala working class.
We are fighting for a noble cause, a right cause, the cause of national freedom of
the oppressed nation - Thamil Ealam. The revolutionary process towards which we
work to achieve national liberation and socialism will be long and arduous. Yet, we
are certain that no force on earth, however repressive it may be, can stop us from
the revolutionary struggle we are committed to.
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